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An extract from

LILY AND THE
ROCKETS
Rebecca Stevens

Oh, I remember that day. Me and Amy May
lying on our backs in the grass on Plumstead
Marshes, the sun on our faces and the world
at our feet. We’d just left school that very
day, ﬁnished forever, and we felt like anything
was possible.
We were fourteen and we’d been best
friends since time began.
‘What would you do, Lily Dodd,’ Amy May
was saying, ‘If you could have any job in the
world?’
That was easy.
‘Goalkeeper,’ I said. A bird drifted silently
across the sky. It was hot – the hottest day
of the year so far. I was sweating under my
pinafore.
‘That’s not a job,’ said Amy. ‘Playing
football. It’s a hobby. Something you do with
the boys after school.’
‘It is a job,’ I said. ‘It could be. Might be.’
I leaned across and ﬂicked her nose. ‘Is,
actually.’
She squealed. ‘Ow! Is not!’
‘Is!’ I said. ‘My dad used to get paid, playing
for the works team.’

‘How much?’
‘I don’t know! It was before I was born,
when him and Mum were courting. She used
to go and watch him, he said, down at the old
Manor Ground. He said she liked looking at
his legs. ‘
‘What did she say?’
‘I don’t know!’ Mum had died when I was a
baby, so I didn’t know much about her. Only
what Dad told me and what I could imagine
from looking at the oval photograph that
hung above the ﬁreplace in the front room,
with her sitting on a chair with a sort of
painted ruin behind her, looking like she was
trying not to laugh.
‘Sorry.’ Amy stopped as if she’d just
thought of something. I rolled over onto my
stomach. The grass tickled my face. I picked
a feathery bit and chewed the end.
‘It’s different, though, Lil, ‘ Amy said. ‘Your
dad …’
‘What about him?’ I said.
‘Your dad, Lily Dodd ... is a man.’
I sat up very straight and looked down at
her. ‘That is true,’ I said, ﬂaring my nostrils like
our old teacher at school. ‘It was true then,
Amy May, and it is true now. A lot of people
are men. Half the human race, in fact. Stupid!’
For some reason, this made us laugh and
laugh. And when we’d stopped laughing,
Amy May said: ’And you’re a girl.’
‘Yes,’ I said. ‘I am a girl. A very tall girl who
is very good at football.’

DESCRIPTION
It’s 1918. Lily spends her days
working in a munitions factory,
her nights picking metal out
of her hair, and her lunchtimes
kicking a ball with her
workmates. Together they form
a football team, the Rockets,
and a league soon follows. But
when the war ends, the girls
lose both their jobs and their
football. Not Lily. If her only
chance of being a goalie is to
play with the men, then that’s
what she’ll do.

REBECCA STEVENS
Rebecca Stevens is the
author of Valentine Joe and
Rose in the Blitz. She has
worked as an actor, a standup comedian and a script writer for
children’s television, writing for shows
such as Mr Bean and Postman Pat.
@rstevenswriter

CHICKEN HOUSE 2 Palmer Street, Frome, Somerset, BA11 1DS Tel: 01373 454488 www.chickenhousebooks.com
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Pádraig Kenny
David and Penny arrive in a strange new home in a forest. Other
creatures live here – magical creatures – like Pog. He’s one of
the First Folk, tasked with protecting the boundary between the
worlds. But David is drawn into the forest, lured by a darker entity,
who tells him there’s a way he can bring his dead mother back …
• The highly-anticipated second novel by the author of the
bestselling Tin.
• A lyrical middle-grade fantasy and a highly original exploration
of grief as two siblings process the death of their mother with
the help of an unforgettable, magical creature: Pog.
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POG

Pádraig Kenny
‘David? What are you doing?’
He turned to her. He was soaked through,
but it didn’t seem to bother him. He had a
strange faraway look on his face, as if trying to
focus on what was in front of him required a
bit more effort than he was willing to use.
‘Just … nothing … I thought I heard
something outside. I wondered if it was that
Boggart thing come back.’
Penny tilted her head. ‘Pog said he couldn’t
come back.’
David nodded, and looked towards his
door. ‘Right, yeah.’
Penny frowned. ‘You should get dry.’
‘Okay then. Night,’ said David, without
looking in her direction. He went into his room
and closed the door.
Penny thought for a moment about
knocking on his door, just to ask him if he
was okay, but she was tired, and the steady
rumbling of the rain was loud and soporiﬁc.
She went back to bed and she was asleep
within moments.
And so they all slept, lulled to sleep by the
steady thrum of the rain. A steady thrum that
brought a deluge down upon the forest, the
likes of which it hadn’t seen for an age. The

rain ran through the roots of trees, and beat
down the heads of ﬂowers, it hit branches
with the kind of force that bounced branches
up and down, sometimes to breaking point,
and soon the forest ﬂoor became littered with
broken branches and twigs.
Rivulets of water gathered and coalesced
and ran between the trees and softened the
earth until it became a gloopy runny mess, and
it was this water that raced in torrents down
the steeper inclines of the forest.
For a while there was only the sound of the
rain.
Then, as if something had been stirred from
its slumber, a wind began to rise. It became
stronger with each passing moment. The
rain had stripped some of the leaves from
the trees, and now these wet leaves rose up
and they began to spin around and around,
spinning with increasing intensity, until very
soon they revolved with the fury of whirling
blades.
The trees seemed to creak and bend
beneath the weight of something more
dreadful than the rain, and the whole forest
seemed to groan as if a great and ancient
wheel, long since rusted and dormant, was
beginning to turn again. The wind started to
howl, and a tremor ran through the forest as
lightning split the night sky.
Something was coming.
Something dark.
Something terrible.

DESCRIPTION
David and Penny’s strange new
home is surrounded by forest. It’s the
childhood home of their mother, who’s
recently died. But other creatures live
here … magical creatures, like tiny,
hairy Pog. He’s one of the First Folk,
protecting the boundary between the
worlds. As the children explore, they
discover monsters slipping through
from the place Pog calls ‘downways’.
Meanwhile, David is drawn into the
woods by something darker, which
insists there’s a way he can bring his
mother back …

PÁDRAIG KENNY
Pádraig lives with his family
in Ireland. He has a Master’s
degree in Anglo-Irish Writing,
and has taught English literature and
creative writing, worked as a freelance
arts journalist, and written for radio and
screen as a scriptwriter.
@padraig_kenny
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THE FIRE MAKER
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Alex loves magic tricks – and he’s good at them, too. But when he
stumbles into eccentric Mr Olmos’s back garden, he sees a kind of
magic he can’t explain: three tiny ﬂames ﬂoating in the air. Soon,
Alex and Mr Olmos are swept up in a great adventure of secrets,
genies and an ancient, bitter rivalry …
• The second middle-grade standalone novel by the acclaimed
author of The Ice Garden.
• A magical-realist adventure with a genie at its heart and the
feel of an instant classic, gorgeously written and beautifully
observed.
• Themes of trickery, trust and ambition with the unforgettable
friendship between Alex and the elderly Mr Olmos taking
centre stage.
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THE FIRE MAKER
Guy Jones

Alex gaped.
He was in a perfectly normal-looking
garden, with a crooked old apple tree
and a shed off to one side. The grass was
blue-grey in the moonlight and there
were lights on in the upstairs window of
the house. But there was something else
too. Something so strange that he could
do nothing but stare, open-mouthed.
Something that, for a few seconds, his
mind refused to believe could really be
there …
Three orange lights hovered above the
lawn. Each was about the size of a small
egg, and they hung in the air, bobbing
gently up and down. Alex pulled himself
to his feet and the orbs darted away from
him, as if afraid. He hardly dared breathe.
Looking closer he realised the lights
weren’t glowing so much as burning.
They ﬂickered and ﬂared like candles.
Inside each one was a small, darker shape
from which the ﬁre seemed to come.
‘What are you?’ he whispered. The
ﬁreballs responded to his voice by
starting to move, sketching slow lines of
ﬂame in the darkness. Round and round

they went, as if in some strange ballet,
their movements all grace and ease. Alex
could do nothing but gawp.
The three of them circled for a while,
sometimes coming so close he could feel
their warmth. The air was laced with the
scent of hot sand and baking rocks – rich
and heady. Alex turned to follow them as
they skimmed low over the grass, tracing
patterns of light that hung in the air for
a moment, as if a child had been writing
with a sparkler. Every now and then he
could have sworn he heard one of them
make a sound; almost like a tinkling
laughter of delight.
He didn’t know how long he watched.
Moonlight crept across the lawn. The
clouds had broken. Alex could see their
torn edges; stars peeking out from the
gaps in between. Eventually though, one
of the lights came nearer and paused
there as if considering him. He could hear
the blood pounding in his own ears.
It was hypnotic; like staring into the
depths of a log ﬁre. The ﬂames danced
in yellow, black and orange. As Alex
watched a wave of dizziness came over
him, not sickly but pleasant. He felt
calm, almost woozy, as if he were falling
slowly through a night sky consumed
with ﬂames that only warmed and did no
harm. The ﬁrestorm was all around and
deep within him too.

DESCRIPTION
Alex loves magic - its glamour,
tricks and illusions. He’s good at it,
too: he’s reached the semi-ﬁnals
of a prestigious competition for
young magicians. But when he
stumbles into strange Mr Olmos’s
back garden while running from
his former best friend, Alex sees
something he can’t explain: three
tiny ﬂames ﬂoating in the air. Fire
magic. Real magic. Soon, Alex and
Mr Olmos are swept up in a great
adventure of secrets, genies and
an ancient, bitter rivalry …

GUY JONES
Guy was born in Botswana,
grew up in Bedfordshire and
now lives in St Albans. He
spent a decade writing for the
theatre, including the West End musical
Never Forget, before ﬁnally knuckling
down to write a book. The Ice Garden is
his ﬁrst novel.
@guyjones80
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THE CRY OF THE ICEMARK
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After her father dies in battle, Thirrin, the new young Queen of
the Icemark, must save her tiny kingdom from Imperial invaders,
making unlikely allies of vampires, werewolves, witches and
snow leopards.
• A new stunning cover look for the previous winner of the
Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
• A gloriously dramatic and heartfelt story about a remarkable
girl who deﬁes an empire.
• Combines breathtaking description, steely-edged action and
warm characterisation.
‘[A] dazzlingly conﬁdent debut about power and personal
discovery’ THE TIMES
‘A wonderful, swashbuckling read and an exceptional debut.’
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THE CRY OF THE
ICEMARK
Stuart Hill

Thirrin’s ﬁghting spirit still roared within her though,
and as the creature lowered its jaws towards
her throat she punched it hard on the nose. The
werewolf shook its head and sneezed, taken
completely aback.
‘Make it quick, wolfman, and make sure all the
wounds are in front. I don’t want anyone saying I
died running away,’ she yelled, managing to keep the
terror out of her voice.
The creature lowered its head towards her face
again, but this time its eyes were ﬁlled with an
almost human expression of puzzlement. It stayed
like that for nearly a minute, seeming to scrutinise
her. Then without warning it threw back its head
and howled, its voice climbing to a high chilling note
before falling slowly away to silence. It looked at her
again, its eyes so human that Thirrin felt she could
almost talk to it. Suddenly it leaped away leaving her
to gasp for breath, its enormous weight gone.
Slowly she struggled to a sitting position and
watched as the werewolf picked up her sword and
drove it point ﬁrst into the thick forest litter. Then it
did something that amazed her: the huge creature
bowed, folding one of its arms across its torso while
the other swept out before it in a delicate gesture,
like the most fashionable of courtiers.
Despite everything Thirrin almost giggled. The

werewolf threw back its head again, and a rough
coughing and growling noise burst from its mouth as
though it was laughing. Then it ran off through the
trees, leaving nothing behind but shaking branches.
Thirrin climbed to her feet and collected her
sword. She was trembling with shock, but fascinated.
Why didn’t the werewolf kill her? Could such
creatures think and make decisions? And if so, did
this one actually decide to let her live?
She was astounded. Everything she’d ever been
told and all of her beliefs and ideas about the Wolffolk were shaken by this. She’d always thought
they were mindless killers, as unthinking as any
other primitive and evil creature from beyond the
Icemark’s northern borders, and yet the wolfman had
shown … what? Compassion, perhaps?
A crashing and thrashing in the trees interrupted
her thoughts, and she levelled her sword ready for
a renewed attack. But it was only her soldier escort.
He’d regained control of his bolting horse and had
come charging back ready to die in her defence.
Better that than die as a punishment for not carrying
out his duty properly.
Thirrin had to endure almost ten minutes of
him checking her over for injuries, and a long and
detailed explanation of how he had had no chance
of controlling his horse when it bolted. But at last
she was allowed to mount his horse and they started
the slow journey home. Silently she thought through
everything that had happened. Could she really
just reject all she’d ever accepted as true about
werewolves? Her quick mind continued to puzzle
through the amazing possibility that the Wolf-folk
were thinking, and even feeling, creatures as she
continued her journey home.

DESCRIPTION
When her father dies nobly in
battle, fourteen-year-old Thirrin
becomes Queen of the Icemark,
a tiny kingdom forever caught
between dangerous neighbours.
Thirrin must raise an army
to protect her people from
seemingly invincible Imperial
invaders. Her search for allies
takes her beyond her northern
borders, to former enemies in
The-Land-of-the-Ghosts and
onwards to the frozen Hub-ofthe-World. But can she save her
kingdom in time?

STUART HILL
Stuart was born in Leicester,
in the East Midlands, where
he still lives. His ﬁrst
children’s book, The Cry of the
Icemark, won the inaugural Waterstones Children’s Book Prize in 2005.
His books have since
been translated into 15
languages.
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